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2,959,680 
ADJUSTABLE COLLHVIATORFOR RADIATION. 

THERAPY r ’ 

Donald T. Green, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Picker 
X-Ray Corporation, Waite; Manufacturing Division, 
Inc., Cleveland,‘ ‘Ohio, 21 corporation'of?hio ' 

Filed Mar. 2a, 1956, see. Nb. 574,523 
20 ‘Claims. (or. 250-105) 

This invention relates to improvements inv an adjust 
able collimator for high'energy rays emanating from a 
source adapted for radiationitherapy. 
An object of the present invention is to. provide means 

for controlling high energy rays of the type described 
by the use of a plurality ‘of _ray absorbing diaphragms, 
movably mounted and arranged progressively from the 
source outwardly, and mechanisms for holding the inner ' 
edges, nearest the rays, of correspondingly positioned dia 
phragms, on a given side of the beam, in relation pro 
gressively diverging away from the source to form a sym 
metrical beam about an axis through the source. 
A further object of the present invention is, to provide 

mechanisms for holding the inner edges of va plurality 
of diaphragms substantially aligned along the slanting 
sides of an imaginary cone or polygonal pyramid whose. 
longitudinal axis isthrough the source of high energy 
rays in all adjusted positions of the diaphragms, and 
more especially where the apex of said cone or pyramid 
is located approximately'at said source. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

an other-than-point source of high energy rays and to 
provide mechanisms for holding a series of movable dia 
phragms invarious adjusted positions, and in each of 
these positions the inner edges of these diaphragms are 
substantially ‘aligned along the slanting sides‘~ of an im 
aginary cone or pyramid, the sides of which extend ap 
proximately through, the lateral edges of the source, 
A further object of the present invention is to provide. 

a plurality of ray absorbing diaphragms contained Within“ 
an expandable housing with the change in shape of the 
housing capable of moving one or more ofvthe diaL' 
phragms in a preselected manner. - 
A further object of the present invention is, to provide 

a plurality of ray absorbing diaphragm sets mounted in 
contact with each other to provide maximum ray ab-. 
sorption. ' ' i 

A further object of the present invention is .to provide 
a plurality of ray absorbing diaphragm sets, islidably 
mounted in stacked relationship on each other'and, more 
particularly, with an expandable frameyfor supporting 
said sets. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

an adjustable collimator for high energy .rays. having 
ray absorbing diaphragms adapted to be'moved to‘changev 
the shape of the beam emanating from the, collimator, 
and having an indicator responsive to the positions of 
said diaphragms and actuated independent of the means 
for moving said diaphragms, whereby backlash'error is 
eliminated. ‘ 

A further object of the present inventionis to provide 
a light source having a light beam coincidingwitha 
beam of high energy rays and to’ provide crossed cables 
in the center offsaid beams ‘for. locating by‘said light‘ 
beam the center of said ray ‘beam duringuse. 

A, further object of‘the present invention‘ is to provide 
an adjustable collimator for highenerg'y rays charac 
terized by its structural simplicity,~compactncss of assem 
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bly, e?icient ray. absorption of stray rays, ease ofopera: 
tion, wide range of'beam shapes, sharp de?nition of the 
edges of the beam, minimum size ‘housing for a given‘ 
beam size, and smoothly ‘fashioned housing contour even 
though the changing shape of the housing causes the 
changes in beamfshape. ' 

Other features‘of this invention reside ‘in the arrange‘; 
ment and design of vthe parts for carrying out their ap 
propriate ' functions. ‘ 

Other objects and. advantages of this invention will be 
apparent from the accompanying drawings and descrip 
tion and the essential features will be set forth in‘the 
appended claims. ' ' 

In the drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of the adjustable col 

limator of the present invention; 
Fig. 2 is a bottom view taken along the line 2—~2 of ‘ 

Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view taken 

along the line 3—3 of Fig. 2‘; ' 
Fig. 3a is an enlarged top plan View of a modi?ed form 

of diaphragm; 
Fig. 3b is a vertical sectional view taken alongthe line 

3b~3b of Fig. 3a; ' ' ' ' . 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the 
line 4'—4 of Fig. 3 inside the bottom cover, below, the ex 
pandable ‘frame for supporting the diaphragms, and be 
lowrthe crossed cables; ' ' ' 

Fig.1 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the 
line 5—5 of Fig.‘ 3 looking upwardly at the bottom most 
diaphragms, of the pile supported by the adjustable frame; 

Fig. dis a horizontal sectional view taken along ‘the 
line 6—6 of Fig. 3; ' ' ' 

Fig." 7 is a bottom view similar to Fig. 4 but with. the 
diaphragms in‘ the expanded‘position shown inv Fig. 8;. 

Fig; 8 is a vertical :sectionjalmview, taken along 'theline 
S—8 of "Fig. 7 acrossicornersgof the collimator; ’ 

Fig. 9 is a horizontal sectional view taken along the 
line 9—9 of Fig.8; ' " " ' ' 

Fig. 9a is a horizontal sectional view, similar to Fig. 9, 
. of a modi?ed ‘form of corner. member and spring attach 
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ment; 
‘ Fig. 10 is a vertical Tsectional view taken generally 

along the line Ill-10 ofFig. S'Wi'th parts omittedllfor 
clarity and other parts‘ partially cutaway; . ' I 

Fig. 11 is a vertical sectional view taken generally along 
the line 11-'_-11_ of Fig‘. 3'with portions thereof partially _ 
cut away and with parts omitted'for clarity; 

Fig. 12 is a sectional‘view, taken along the line 12--12 
of Fig. 11; while ‘ ‘ 

Figs. 13 and 14 are pictorial representations ofv the 
shape andsize ranges of. high energy'ray‘beams that may 
be achieved by adjustment" of the vcollimator of the pres 
ently disclosed embodiment of my invention with Figs.‘ 13 
and 14 respectively disclosing the size ranges vof beams 
of square and rectangular transverse cross sections. 

Before theapparatus here illustrated is speci?cally de 
scribed; it is to'be understood that the invention here 
involved is not limited ‘to the structural details or ar 
rangementwoflparts he're'shown sincej adjustable colli 
mators embodying the present inventionlmay‘takevarious ,7 
forms. ‘It also is‘ tobe understood‘that th‘e ph'raseology 
or terminology herein‘ employed is ,for_ purposes, of de-' 
scription andrinotl‘l'of limitation since‘ the" scope 'of ‘the 
present invention’ is jdenotedby ,the’jappended claims. . " 

‘ The use of'high energy rays‘in medicine, industry and 
research has ‘posed ‘problems for the, cont-r01 of these 
rays where avdiirect'ed beamofithe rays'is required. The ,. 
present inventionis'hdirecte’d to this ‘problem. Wherever , 
in the speci?cation and" claims the term “highienergyv 
rays” is used, or theequivalennit is'rintended to‘ include‘v , 
X-rays ‘inl' the ‘two? to"th’ree million volt region'ra‘ys 
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from Cobalt“, gamma rays or rays of a similar charac 
ter or more penetrating than that. The present invention 
is described in connection with a Cobalt60 source. 
The invention will be described with respect to the use 

of the rays from a therapeutic point of view for treating 
human beings, although it will be understood that the 
invention is useful for controlling high energy rays for 
any use whatever. 
The mounting and control of the source forms no 

part of the present invention except insofar as it provides 
a ?xed primary aperture in combination with the ad 
justable secondary aperture or opening in the collimator 
of the present invention. Any suitable mounting and 
control may be provided, such as disclosed in the co 
pending US. patent application ?led by Harold E. Johns 
and John A. MacKay on May 18, 1954, Serial No. 430, 
584, now US. Patent No. 2,844,736, entitled “Collimator 
for High Energy X-Ray Beam.” 
The high energy ray source in the present disclosure 

is a plurality of cobalt discs 20. The diameter of these 
discs is a matter of compromise. It is a question of 
balancing the disadvantages of a large source with the 
economic advantages in a large source of low speci?c 
activity. A source between one and three centimeters 
in diameter seems to be a suitable compromise with these 
two considerations in mind. This is the basis for the 
use of the phrase “other-than-point source” hereinafter 
mentioned. 

Although the adjustable collimator is disclosed as form 
ing the rays into a beam of square or rectangular trans 
verse cross section, they may be formed into a beam 
having any desired shape in transverse cross section with 
a closed perimeter. The shape obtained would depend 
upon the shape of the beam de?ning surfaces, the number 
of diaphragms, and the arrangement of the diaphragms 
in the collimator. 
The description hereinafter will be directed toward de 

scribing in detail the adjustable collimator for forming 
into a beam high energy rays emanating from the source 
20 with this beam taking any desired shape or size, de 
pending upon the characteristics of the collamator. 
A mounting is provided for the collimator to connect 

it to the source and to permit rotation of the collimator 
about a vertical central axis in Fig. 3 extending longi 
tudinally of the ray beam. Here, source 20 is in a shield 
21 consisting of a mass of encasing lead, tungsten alloy 
or other heavy metal surrounded by a steel case 22. A 
bearing ring 24 is secured to case 22 by a plurality of 
circumferentially spaced screws 25. A main collimator 
bearing ring 26 has an auxiliary ring 27 secured thereto 
by screws 28 to form the inner half of the cylindrical 
raceway for ball bearings 29. Naturally, rings 24, 26 
and 27 are all generally annular in shape so that collimator 
main ring 26 may be rotated about its central axis and 
concentric with respect to the source 20. Collimator 
main ring 26 is secured to a collimator base sleeve 31 
in Figs. 3 and 6 by a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
screws 33. Collinator base 32, secured in any suitable 
manner within the bore of the base sleeve 31, such as by 
bolts (not shown), is formed of an upper base portion 
32a, preferably formed of dense material such as tungsten 
alloy to provide a ?xed aperture and to control leakage 
radiation outside the collimator, secured to a lower base 
portion 32b by screws 32c and having a central conical 
bore 32d to permit downward passage of the rays from 
the source 20. 
The collimator includes the collimator base 32 and the 

structure described hereinafter in detail. It has a plu 
rality of spaced diaphragm sets, here shown as 61/2 sets 
but of any satisfactory number, arranged in pile forma 
tion in 13 layers along, and at right angles to, the axis 
of the beam. The extra half set is provided to give the 
desired dimensions and operating characteristics in the 
speci?cally illustrated construction. 
Each set is composed of a plurality (here shown as 
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4 
four) of L-shaped, ray absorbing movable diaphragms 
35, 36, 37 and 38 in Figs. 3, 5, 7 and 8. Diaphragms 
35 and 36 are located in one plane or zone extending 
transverse to the beam axis while diaphragms 37 and 38 
are located in an adjacent plane or zone. In each plane, 
the L-shaped diaphragms are nested together to form 
a pair, so that when they are assembled in the manner 
shown in Fig. 5, they ?t together to leave a square open 
ing in the center thereof. 

Since each diaphragm is substantially identical, only 
diaphragm 35 in Fig. 5 will be described in detail. This 
diaphragm has two legs 35a and 35b joined at a vertex 
with leg 35a being shorter so as to form the horizontal 
leg of the L-shape, as viewed in Fig. 5. These legs re 
spectively have inner, beam-de?ning edges 35c and 35d 
for forming the rays emanating from the source 20 into 
a ray beam. Diaphragm 35 at the upper left in Fig. 3 
is formed of joined layers consisting of an inner lead 
plate 35c having stainless steel facing plates 35f on top 
and bottom surfaces thereof. Also, at the vertex, a ver 
tically extending through sleeve 35g (Figs. 5 and 8) is 
located, preferably being of brass material. 
A modi?ed form of diaphragm is shown in Figs. 3a 

and 3b at 135, which may be substituted for the dia 
phragms in the bottom four layers in Fig. 3. It has 
tungsten alloy inserts 135p, 135g mounted by screws and 
forming beam de?ning edges 1350, 135d. Tungsten, be 
ing dense, sharpens the penumbra of the beam. Facing 
plates 135]‘ may have bearing portions 135f’ bent over 
the outer edge of the inner lead plate to serve as a hear 
ing surface for relative movement with the inside surface 
of the surrounding housing. Similar bearing portions 
may be formed by bent extensions of plates 35)‘ in Fig. 
3, if so desired. 

In each set, the four diaphragms 35 to 38 are arranged 
so that they are progressively displaced 90 degrees about 
the axis of the beam; note diaphragms 35, 37, 36 and 
38 in Fig. 5. However, this so-called progressive dis 
placement need not be in immediately following or cloclt 
wise order, as illustrated. It should be readily apparent 
that the number of diaphragms in each set, the shape of 
the opening 40 de?ned by the inner edges thereof, and 
the shape of the diaphragms (other than L~shape) may 
be a matter of choice; and that diaphragms may be ar 
ranged to de?ne an opening with any type closed perimeter 
capable of forming, by the inner edges thereof, the source 
rays into a ray beam. 

Since there are four diaphragms in each set, there are 
four diaphragm groups with each group having corre 
spondingly positioned diaphragms, such as one group 
with all the diaphragms 35, a second group with all of 
the diaphragms 36, etc. 
The collimator is provided with interconnected operat 

ing mechanisms for moving the diaphragms between the 
positions shown in Figs. 3 and 8. In the illustrated form, 
there are four operating mechanisms, interconnected by 
base 32, with each mechanism operatively connected with 
correspondingly positioned diaphragms in each set forming 
one of the four diaphragm groups. Each mechanism ad 
justs all of the correspondingly positioned diaphragms in 
its group simultaneously, and adjustment of all four op 
erating mechanisms will move or adjust all of the dia 
phragms. 

Collimator base 32 has a housing supported thereby 
and hanging therefrom for enclosing and supporting the 
diaphragms 35, 36, 37 and 38. This housing has four 
sides generally forming a square prism in Fig. 3 and 
expandable into generally a square pyramid in Fig. 8 
while maintaining an unbroken enclosure on its periphery 
for the diaphragms. The diaphragms are constrained 
to move with the walls of the housing so that the shape 
of the housing will determine the shape of the beam open 
ing 40. See Figs. 3, 8, 13 and 14. 

In the present disclosure, the housing includes in Fig. 
5 a plurality of housing side wall members 41, 42, 43 
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andMapivotally connectedra't 41a, 42a, 43q-.¢and\44a. in, 
Figs; 1; 3v and_;5 gto, _base_;32: to, permit relative pivotal 
movement. '[;]1e_;hinge center ,linesrof these pivots in the 
present v‘construction de?ne asquare, but may within 
the scope, of ,this ,inventionde?ne anyv other rectangle, 
Whose, sides are paralleljo the sides of the ‘ray beam 
forming'opening 40, of the ~diaphragms with the square 
lying in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis, centered 
onthetbeam axis,‘ andtlocated as near the’ source 20 as 
practicable so that the inner edges of the diaphragms 
willulinev up wellpwith- the edges of- source 20. Since 
each side wall member has basically the same con-y 
struction, onlyjside ;,wal1, =member 43‘wil1'be described 
in detail. Sidel wall ‘member '43 has an arm- 43b in ,Fig. 
3 having, pivot pin>43a at:its upper end andv secured 
at its lower endkto, a side wallformed by'an outer plate 
43c and an. inner plate 43d secured together and main 
tained in spaced relationship by a plurality of spacers 
432 ‘and screws _:43f.‘ " ' ' ' ' ' 

A plurality o'fcorner members (here shown as four 
in number) 51,052.’, 53 and;54' operatively connect ad-_ 
jacentv side wall members to complete the formation of the 
housing in Fig. 5 around the diaphragm sets. Each 
corner member'isan angle‘ member with theplanar walls 
thereof. operatively connected tornovere'spectively in the 
planes of’ the.viadj’acent"side wall members. Since each 
corner member is identical, only ‘the corner member 
willbedescribecl in detail. ‘ It includes two angularly. dis 
posediplates 51a and'5l_b;conn_ected together by. a corner 
forming, connectingportion 51c. 
nectionybetween'cornerimember 51;and the adjacent side 
wall members _41 aim-1,142 is provided by having plate 51a 
telescopedaintgj’the’fspace between‘ platesA-l'c and 41d 

(1 having platev'51b 'telescoped into the space between 
p ates ,42‘c‘and ‘42412 The contacting side wallsrof these 
plates arev maehined. ?at so_ that the cornermembers and 
side wall jmeimbers‘imay move telescopically relative to 
each other between, theFdg. 3 and 8 positions in the 
manner ,showninfFig. 11 by the. dotted, andfull line 
positions. ' i ‘ ' 

Although four side, wall members’ and four corner 
members are illustrated, it_ should be readily understood, 
that any desired number may be assembled together to 
form a housing depending upon’ the mode of operation. 
of the collimator desired and the shape of the ray beam 
forming ‘opening 40. " ' ' ' 

Means areiprovidedfor operatively connecting a group. 
of correspondingly positioned‘ diaphragms to the vertex of 
each corner member ‘so that the diaphragms are con-_ 
strained to follow the movement of the‘ housing during 
expansion and contraction thereof. This is shown in Fig. 
5 by having all diaphragms 35 connected to corner mem 
ber 51‘, diaphragms 38 to corner member 52, diaphragms, 
36 to corner member 53, and‘ diaphragms 37 to corner 
member 54.v At each corner, a connecting. construction 
is provided including control bars 61, 62, 63 [and 64. 
Since each [is identical,v only control bar'_ 61 'in Fig. 8‘ 
will be described. Control bar 61 includes ‘tie bar 'or 
cylindrical rod'61a having stop pin 61b adjacent at' least 
its lower end and a plurality of spherical beads 61c and 
spacers 61d alternately arranged 'in telescopic relation 
over tie bar 61a with pin 61b preventing telescopic dis 
assembly. Each of the ‘beads 610, preferably formed of 
brass or other bearing, material, has a generally spherical 
peripheral surface to form the inner member of a uni 
versal joint connection. Every other one of these beads 
610 is located in one of the diaphragm sleeves 35g, 
while the remainder are locatedin'spacer and spring 
holder'- sleeves 66. A spring 67v in Fig. 9 is wrapped 
aroundr-e'aclr ‘sleeve 66 and has its opposite ends con 
nected‘ to the connecting portionSlc of the corner ‘mem 
ber' 5177.; Hence, the controlbar 61, extending through 
alignedholes in the group of correspondingly positioned 
diaphragms 35,‘ isy'resiliently pulled by the springs 67 
toward the corner member 51 so as to-constrain'the'dia 

The operative con-1 
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6 
phragms35 .tq iollewlheimovement 0f the wrnermemw, 
ber 51.3 Hence,;the outer‘edges ‘of diaphragm legs 35a 
andzi35b in 5 are pulled respectively against the inner 
surfaces of side wall ‘member plates 42d and 41d so‘ 
that'theorientation and location of‘ ray de?ning edges 
35d and 350 of opening ‘40in each diaphragm 35: is deter 
minedcbyv the‘side walls‘41 and342. ' - - ' ~ 

As analternate construction, control bar 61 may be 
of one piece constructionjwith a periphery resembling that 
of beads 61c and spacers ‘61d. 

Drive means is provided for causing relative movement 
between side wall and corner members. ‘This drive 
means is shown ‘most clearly. in Figs, 3, 6, 10, 11 and 12. 
Two drive units are provided; one actuated by turning 
knob 70 in Fig. 3 is adapted to _move,side wall members 
41 and 43 in and outand‘ the. other actuated _by turning 
knob 71tomove'sidewallzmembers ‘42 vand 44in and‘ 
out. Each drive unit gisj‘substantially identical so only 
one will be described,namely, the onecontrolled by knob 
71., Knob’ 71, drives a shaft 71a in Fig- 3 having a 
pinion 72>thereon‘in Fig. ‘10 rotatably carried in side, 
wall member 41. Pinion 72 meshes with ‘and drives, 
gear 73 which ,inpturn drives ‘gear 74, carrying reSPQc 
tivelypinions "73a and__74a,' all'rotatably mounted ,in_ 
side wall member 41'. In’ Fig. '11, the corner'member 
plates 51a and 54a have sector gears 75and 76 respec-i 
tively securedv thereto and’ adapted to be driven by,‘ 
pinions 7% and 73a respectively. Back-up rollers 77 
and 78 keep the racks engaged against their respective 
pinions with these rollers rotatably carried byrs'ide wall 
member 41‘. In the opposite side wall memberr43 in 
Fig. 3 are located similar} gears, pinions, sector gears 
and‘back-up rollers with the ‘drive between them being‘ 
provided through: gears‘73', 79,30 and‘81 in Fig. '11; 
gear 81, universal joint '82, cross shaft 83, universaljoint 
84 and gear 85 in Fig. ‘6; and gears 85, 86 and 87in 
Fig.3.’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' ' " " " 

A similar gearing and drive construction is provided 
between control v‘ knob‘ 70 'and side wall members '41 

‘Hence, one pair of opposite side Wall members, such 
as 42 and 44, may be swung in or out by knob 71 in 
dependently'of the'other sidewall members 41 and '43 
to contract vorrexpand the rayibe’a'm forming opening 40 
in'only one dimension,‘such as dimension A in‘Fig; 5L" 
The otherYdim'ension' B ‘is controlled‘ by knob 70; Rota; 
tioh of ‘gears 73 and Y74 in ‘Fig; 111 ‘will drive‘ corner 
member plates 51a and '54b'either into or out of'their' 
respective side’wall'rnember v41. By properly correlating 
and phasing movements of’ control knobs 70 and 71,- the 
housing may be changed in shape from a square prism 
in Fig. 3 to either'a square or rectangular'pyramid so 
as to obtain all ‘the different beam'shapes shown in. 
Figs. 13 and 14; It should be noted that after a pair of 
these opposite side walls are properly assembled equi 
distant from the longitudinal central axis of the beam, 
the teeth of gears 73, 73a, 74,174a, 75 and 76 will main 
tain this equidistant relationship. ~ ‘ 
The weight of all of these diaphragms 35, 36, 37 and 38 

is slidably supported by an expandable frame when-the 
ray beam is directed downwardly from the source 20 in 
the manner shown in the drawings. The frame is prob 
ably best shown in Figs. 3, 5, 7 and -8. Four bottom 
frame corners 91, 92, 93 and 94 are provided with four 
pairs of bottom frame guide rods 95 and 96 telescopical-. 
ly connected in aligned holes in adjacent corners to-per 
mit the expansion thereof.v Between each pair of adjacent 
corners, a hinge construction is provided. These four‘ 
hinges have respectively upper leaves 101, 102, 103 andl 
104 pivotally connected by hinge pins, 105.. to lower“ 
leaves.97, 98, 99 and 100.v The upper leaves serve as the 
spacer \between'the inner and outer plates of the respec 
tive side wall members 41, 42,, 43 and 44, while the lower.‘ 
leaves are bottom frame supports with .each rigidlyrse-i 
cured to one pair of guide rods 95v and 96., Therefore‘, 
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as the side wall members and corner members move out 
wardly from the Fig. 3 to the Fig. 8 position, the bottom 
frame corners 91 to 94 move from the Fig. 4 position 
in contact with the bottom frame supports 97 to 100 out 
wardly to the Fig. 7 position by telescoping over their 
associated guide rods 95 and 96. The expandable frame 
is rigidly carried by the side wall members and is cen 
trally located with respect thereto by means of bottom 
frame supports 97-100 and their respective guide rods 95 
and 96. The bottom frame corners 91-94 provide sup 
port for the lower ends of the control bars 61-64 and for 
the diaphragms 35-38. 
A bottom cover for the collimator is provided by four 

cover plates 111, 112, 113 and 114 of identical construc 
tion, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For example, plate 111 
has a bottom wall 111a and a turned-up side ?ange 111b, 
as shown in Fig. 1. These plates 111, 112, 113 and 114 
are secured respectively by screws to bottom frame sup 
ports 97, 98, 99 and 100 in Fig. 7 so that the space be 
tween them always corresponds with the proper opening 
40 for the ray beam because these cover plates will move 
in and out with the expandable frame. 

It has been found that a suitable design ‘is obtained 
with the present construction with the following dimen 
sions. The treatment distance from source 20 to the skin 
is about 40 centimeters while the lower end of the col 
limator, designated by cover plates 111—114, is approxi 
mately 25 centimeters from the source 20. The range 
of ?eld sizes formed by opening 40 is from 4 x 4 cm. 
square to 15 x 15 cm. square. Also, any rectangle having 
either dimension between 4 and 15 cm. is obtainable. Of 
course, collimators of this design for other ?eld sizes and 
treatment distances could be easily produced. Any ?eld 
size, (square, rectangular, or any other suitable shape) 
may be obtained. The stack of diaphragms 35-38 is 
formed in thirteen layers with each being one-half inch 
thick and each diaphragm having overall dimensions of 
4% by 21%‘; inches. The stack is 6% inches high. When 
the collimator diaphragms are in the Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 
position, prismatic beam C in Fig. 13 is produced. When 
they are expanded into the Fig. 7 and 8 position, a beam 
of square pyramid form D in Fig. 13 is produced with 
the slope of the pyramid sides equal to the slope of the 
side wall members 41-44 of the housing. In this pyramid 
form, the sides and edges of the pyramid (the edges being 
shown by lines D1 and D2 in Fig. 8) run through the 
lateral edges of the source 20 in the manner shown in Fig. 
8. This is especially true when an other-than-point 
source 20 is used. It should be noted that the sides of 
the prism in Fig. 3 also extend through the lateral edges 
of the source in a similar manner. This is also true of 
the intermediate adjusted positions of the collimator. 

This construction provides good shielding from stray 
rays emanating from source 20 and also provides a col 
limator of compact overall length along the axis of the 
beam. It should be noted that at least some portions of 
the diaphragms in each set overlap in every adjusted posi 
tion, including the maximum spread apart position in Fig. 
7. These diaphragms not only overlap along the axial 
length of the beam but also are in contact with the axially 
adjacent diaphragms to provide a dense relationship to 
reduce leakage. The inner edges of the diaphragms form 
opening 40 with a closed perimeter for forming the rays 
emanating from the source into a ray beam. The over 
all height, or length along the axis of the beam, of the 
stack of diaphragms 35—-38 remains constant during ad 
justment between the Fig. 3 and 8 positions because the 
diaphragms slide one upon the other and the expandable 
frame supporting them at the bottom is pivotally con 
nected by hinge pins 105 to the side wall members. 
The diaphragm sets are slidably mounted and supported 

by the adjustable frame. Each set is slidably supported 
by its adjacent sets with the sets arranged in layers along 
the length of the beam. Each diaphragm has stainless 
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steel facing plates, such as plates 35]‘, on top and bottom 
so that sliding of the layers takes place at the junction of 
the steel surfaces with minimum friction and minimum 
wear ‘while the lead plate center section, such as 35e, 
provides maximum ray absorption. Frame corners 91-94 
have su?‘icient contact with the terminal edges of the 
diaphragms to support their weight even in the expanded 
position of Fig. 8. 
When the diaphragms are in the fully expanded posi 

tion of Fig. 7 or Fig. 8, it is desirable to provide spacers 
located axially between the diaphragms along the length 
of the beam to support correspondingly positioned dia 
phragms in different layers. As the diaphragms move 
outwardly, voids are created in other places than in the 
central opening 40; note Fig. 7. Two di?erent type 
spacers are provided to give proper support. 

First, sleeves 66 around the control bars 61, 62, 63 
and 64 serve not only as spring holder sleeves but also 
as spacer sleeves since the axial dimension of each is 
equal to the thickness of the transversely aligned dia 
phragm adjacent thereto. These spacer sleeves 66 are 
provided in two opposite corners of each layer and in all 
four corners in each diaphragm set. Each spacer re 
mains in the same relative position to its associated 
corner of the housing for the different collimator adjust 
ment sizes between the Fig. 3 and Fig. 8 positions. They 
thus maintain the proper spacing between the diaphragm 
in the expanded position of Fig. 8 that is provided by the 
diaphragms themselves in the fully closed position shown 
in Figs. 3 and 5. Each L-shaped diaphragm has a notch, 
such as notch 35]‘ in diaphragm 35, cut out of the outer 
surface of its longer leg to provide clearance for the asso 
ciated spacer when the collimator is fully closed. 

Second, the short leg of each L-shaped diaphragm‘ 
helps support and maintain the spacing between the long 
legs of the adjacent diaphragms. Note how short leg 
35a in Fig. 7 helps support long 38b of diaphragm 38 in 
the fully expanded position of Fig. 7. Also, the inner 
edge of this short leg forms a portion of the wall of the 
opening 40 in all positions of adjustment and is always less 
than or equal to the dimension of the opening 40 parallel 
thereto. Compare dimension B in Fig. 5 with the hori 
zontal dimension of the largest square opening 40 in 
Fig. 7. 
The edges of the beam are sharply de?ned in all posi 

tions of adjustment. This is true because all portions of 
the inner edges of each L-shaped diaphragm forming 
the ray beam lie in a plane perpendicular to the axis of 
the beam in every position of adjustment. Hence, the 
edges of the beam will be sharply de?ned on a ?at target 
arranged perpendicular to the beam axis. If some of the 
portions of a beam de?ning straight edge were in dif 
ferent planes, the beam edge formed thereby would be 

a fuzzy instead of sharp. 
L-shaped diaphragms normally do not lend themselves 

to form both rectangular and square beams because of 
adjustment problems. However, in the present construc 
tion, one dimension of rectangular beam opening 40 may 
be changed while another dimension remains constant. 
Also, the illustrated construction permits adjusting each 
diaphragm in two ditferent perpendicular directions both 
lying in .a common plane transverse to the beam axis. 
Two different types of corner member constructions 

are illustrated in Figs. 9 and 9a. The basic difference 
between the two is in the connecting portion 51c or 
151a. Connecting portion 510 forms a hinge along the 
vertex of the corner or along the edge of the pyramid 
formed by the housing. Hinge plate 51a has a generally 
cylindrical socket end 51:11 wrapped around a cylindrical 
pivot pin end 51111 formed on hinge plate 51b. Hence, 
this construction permits relative movement of the walls 
51a and 51b not only pivotally about the longitudinal 
hinge axis of end 51b1 but also along the longitudinal 
hinge axis, if such last mentioned movement is required 
during the change in shape of the housing. An inwardly 
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directed._ lug 51:12‘ :istormed on- the. periphery, o?ithe . 
socket lporti'omextending lalon'gthe. length _iof_.-‘.the, .hingelini, 
Fig.8 andihavingtholes to receiveithei'ends of the springs‘ 
67 ' so as. to urge‘ theicontrolabar 61;: 62,: 63 'or.64\ into 
the cornervformed by its associated hinge. ' ' ‘ 

One or more ofdthe comet-members may be of solid 
construction if no relative movement, either hinge pivotal 
movement or axial, relative inovementalongthe hinge 
axis, is required.~ In Fig. 921‘, the? cornerl'member is 
formed of ?at plate stock having a slot 151d milled along 
the length thereof. Then, the plate-is .folded along the 
length of the slot to'formthe. plates 151a and15'1b cor 
responding respectivelyTto-plate‘s 51a'and' 51b in‘Fi'gJ9a 
The slot 151d has made the folding operation easier and 
more accurately performed. The slot, having ‘also had 
its-‘side walls-V folded inwardly, forms a dovetail slot or 
groove running along the length ofgand inside the vertex 
of the corner member. A’ sliderme‘mb'er, ‘taking ‘the 
form of the head of a rivet 152 in the‘ present‘disclo'sure, 
is slidably retained in the grooveplSld}fortravelalong the 
length of the‘grooveif necessary. The opposite ends? of 
each? spring 67 are adapted ‘to be detachablysecured to 
one of the rivets 152 so that the spring 675Wl'l1 pull its 
associated diaphragm into the vertex of the corner inem 
ber. This corner member 151is of rigid‘angularformw 
tion so that its construction is much‘vsimp'le‘r lthan‘the 
corner member shown in Fig. 9. 'With__ the ‘Fig. 9a‘ con 
struction, the centers of curvature of the sectorl‘gears 75 
and 76 in Fig. 11, and those in the other three housing 
wall members, preferably coincide with .thehing'e axes of 
pivot pins 41a—44a so that relative movement between 
the hinge plates 151a and‘,1_51b is not necessary during 
adjustment of the ‘housing between theFig. 3 and Fig. 8‘ 
positions. 

However, the hinge construction in ,Fig. 9 ,does not 
necessarily need- this coincidence of the pier axes. and, 
the centers of curvature of ‘the, sectorigearlsi since 'relatiye 
movement is possible between the hinge plates in two 
different directions. ' i i ' " i ' ‘ i 

‘ Alternate constructions within the scope of the present’ 
invention readily suggest themselves. First, in Fig. 5, 
inner plate 51a is carried byVcQrner member 5_1_;while 
straddling plates 41c and 41d‘ are carried byv side Wall 
member 41. However, cornermember 51 may be__formed. 
with the straddling plates while side wall. member,’ 41, has, 
the singleintermediate plate, ifso desired," Second, in 
Fig. 5, correspondingly positioned diaphragms 3§ are‘ 
connected to corner member 51,‘ 38 to 52, 36;;t‘o, 53?and 
37 to 54. However, correspondingly positioned‘dia-_ 
phragms may be connected with one'of_.their associated‘ 
side walls instead of a corner vmember. This is especially 
true if the diaphragms have a straight single beam de 
?ning edge instead of being L_-shaped. ‘ 

Indicators are provided for registeringthe size of the 
opening 40-independently of the gear type driving or op 
erating‘ mechanisms shown in Fig. 11.‘ Here, two identical 
indicator constructions are provided, one for the housing 
side wall members controlled ‘by’ knob 71 and the other 
for those controlledby knob 70. Since these indicator 
constructions are identical, only, one'is shown in detail 
and will be described in detail.’ Adjacentknob 71 in 
Fig. 10 is the.indicator,120. for. registeringvmovement of 
side wall members ‘41 and 43 by. control ‘knob .70. Indi 
cator 120 has an, indicia bearing disk.121__,.in Figs. 3 and 
10 with a series of numbers‘ thereonand isadapted to 
rotate about a central shaft carried by ‘side Wall: member 
41, which is carried with the ray beamde?ning inner. 
edges 35d of correspondingly positioneddiaphnagms 35; 
Therindiciaisadapted to alignwith a scale: on, the edge of 
anfopening v1,22 inside wall member 41,upon rotation of. 
the disk'121.‘ ' 'A cable 123 in‘_Fig._ 3 is wrappedaround 
a drum. 121a coaxiallyv carriedby the disk 121‘ginFi‘g.v 3',v 
extendsv downwardlynab‘ont anidler pulley 124i rotatably 
mounted on ‘a’ pivot pm’ 105 in‘ Figs.“ 7, extends‘ 
across the center of the ray beam opening 40, is anchored 
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at the. other endin. a horseshoeshaped locking‘; 11111125‘; 
around. the.’ opposite hinge. pin 105oandE-held; ini-place by.» 

therbottornicovér' plate. 113.. A spiral spring ‘126,,is‘ at opposite.‘ endszto the side. wal_l;member§41:‘and_ thev 
cable 'drum so ‘as toirofate ‘the indicator disk 121;and to‘ 
wind up the cable‘ .123'on the ‘drum until‘all slackiisi 

Since ‘j anchoring nut 125 ' :is ' eliminated from the cable. 
carried by. the opposite side wall'rriember 43, its position 
will'be a function of the inner ray’beam, de?ning edge ‘of 
diaphragm 36. Therefore, the readingon indicator 121v 
in window 122 will beat vfunctionof the dimension B in 
Fig. 5 of ray beam opening 40." “In similar manner, the‘ 
dimensionrvA'lin Fig. ‘5 will‘be shown by its indicator op 
eratively connected to the, cable 123’ in a similar man-v 
ner in Fig. 7.‘ These indicators will register the size of 
the opening 40. independently of the gear drives in Fig.' 
11 so as to eliminate. any back lash error that may occur 
during movementiof the'housing between the different 
adjusted positions.’ 7 ' > 

These crossed cables in Fig. 7 serve another function. 
The cables >123 and 123-’ always cross'the center of the 
path of the beam through the opening 40- at the end of 
the collimator ‘most remote from the source 20 (at the 
bottom in Fig. ‘3) because each cable" is positioned 
centrally with respect to the opposite side wall members 
41‘ and 43 or 42-and 44‘ by ‘its associated-‘pulley 124 
and nut 125. In‘FFig. 3, a light” source 130 is provided 
in the base 32 adjacent the ray source 20 for providing 
with the help‘of mirror 131, extending across base open 
ing 32d, a downwardly extending light beam through 
the opening‘ 40 c‘oincidingwith the high energy ray beam. 
If ‘the light source 130 throws downwardly a light beam 
during userof'ther high energy ray beam, the shadow 
cast upon the target by the‘ crossed cables 123 and 123"v 
will indicate ‘the center ofrthe ‘ra‘y beam to‘ aid in (its 
usage. The cross idéi?iredpwill be ‘sharply de?ned since 
the cables are fairly‘ near the target’ and’ remote from' 
the light source 130.“ 

Various‘changes in details and arrangement of parts 
can be madelby one skilled in, the art without departing 
from either the spirit of ‘this invention or the scope‘ of‘ 
the appended claims. ‘ " ‘ ‘ 

What‘ is claimedis: 
1'. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 

a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, eachv set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing mow/able diaphragms de?ning/‘an opening with a 
closed perimeter‘ for forming‘said rays‘ into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms with each mechanism \operatively‘ 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in each set. for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms" simultaneously; said mechanisms" 
including .a base adapted'tol‘be‘connected to said sourcev 
and a‘plurality of housing§_side wall'me'rnbers pivotally 
connected to ‘said'base', vand including means operatively 
connecting respectively one side wall member to each‘ 
group of correspondingly positioned diaphragms. _ 

2. A collimatdr_'for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a‘ plurality ofhspaced ‘diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing' movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms with each mechanism operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioneddiaphragms 
in each set for adjusting all or said correspondingly 
positioned ‘diaphragms ‘simultaneously; said mechanisms 
including an 'even number of housing ‘sidewall members, 
including means 'operatively connecting ‘one side Wall 
member to‘each groupv of correspondingly ‘positioned 
diaphragms, and’ ‘including means for swinging opposite 
side wallv members ‘in orout independently of the other 
side wall- members ‘to contract- 1or expand said‘opening 
in only one dimension. " 7' ' 

v3-. A- collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a ‘some, comprising: a’.pluralityc?spaced diaphragm; 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
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ing movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms with each mechanism ‘operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in each set for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms simultaneously; said mechanisms 
including a plurality of housing side wall members oper 
atively connected together for relative pivotal movement, 
and including resilient means operatively connecting 
respectively one side wall member to each group of 
correspondingly positioned diaphragms to make them 
follow their associated side wall member. 

4. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms with each mechanism operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in each set for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms simultaneously; said operating 
mechanisms including a plurality of side wall members, 
including a plurality of corner members each operatively 
connecting adjacent side wall members to form a housing 
therewith around said sets, and including means oper 
atively connecting at least one corner member to a group 
of correspondingly positioned diaphragms. 

5. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms with each mechanism ‘operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in each set for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms simultaneously; said operating 
mechanisms including a plurality of side wall members, 
including a plurality of corner members each oper 
atively connecting adjacent side wall members to form 
a housing therewith around said sets, and including drive 
means ‘operatively connecting each side wall member to 
at least one of its adjacent corner members for causing 
relative movement therebetween. ' 

6. The combination of claim 5 wherein said drive 
means includes meshing pinion and sector gears connected 
respectively to adjacent members. 

7. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms With each mechanism operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in‘ each set for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms simultaneously; said operating 
mechanisms including a plurality of side wall members, 
including a plurality of corner members each operatively 
connecting adjacent side wall members to form a hous 
ing therewith around said sets, including a control bar 
extending through aligned holes in a group of correspond 
ingly positioned diaphragms, and including means for 
resiliently pulling said bar toward one of said corner 
members and said last mentioned diaphragms against 
side wall members adjacent said last mentioned corner 
member. 

8. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of a plurality of ray absorb 
ing movable diaphragms de?ning an opening with a 
closed perimeter for forming said rays into a beam, and 
operating mechanisms With each mechanism ‘operatively 
connected with correspondingly positioned diaphragms 
in each set for adjusting all of said correspondingly 
positioned diaphragms simultaneously; said operating 
mechanisms including a plurality of sidewall members, 
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12 
including a plurality of corner members each operatively 
connecting adjacent side wall members to form a housing 
therewith around said sets, and at least one of said corner 
members is an angle member with the planar walls 
thereof operatively connected to move respectively in 
the planes of the adjacent side wall members. 

9. The combination of claim 8, wherein said last men 
tioned corner member is of rigid angular formation. 

‘10. The combination of claim 8, wherein said side 
wall members are four in number with each pivotally 
mounted along an axis and said axes de?ne a rectangle 
around said beam in a plane normal to said beam, all 
of said corner members are of rigid angular formation 
and each is pivotally mounted to swing about either of 
two of said axes. 

11. The combination of claim 8, wherein said last 
mentioned corner member is hinged along its vertex. 

12. The combination of claim 11, wherein said hinge 
is constructed to permit relative movement of said planar 
walls along the hinge axis. 

13. The combination of claim 8, wherein means opera 
tively connects correspondingly positioned diaphragms in 
each set to the vertex of said last mentioned corner 
member. 

14. The combination of claim 13, wherein said last 
mentioned corner member is of rigid angular formation 
and has a groove running along the length of and inside 
the vertex thereof, and said connecting means includes 
a slide member slidably retained by said groove for 
travel along said groove and a ?exible connector opera 
tively connecting said slide member and at least some 
of said correspondingly positioned diaphragms. 

15. The combination of claim 8, wherein said opera 
tive connection between the wall of one corner member 
and one side wall member includes one member having 
a plate telescoped between two plates spaced apart on 
the other member. 

16. A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of spaced diaphragm 
sets, each set being composed of four ray absorbing mov 
able diaphragms de?ning a rectangular opening for form 
ing said rays into a ray beam, operating mechanisms with 
each mechanism operatively connected with correspond 
ingly positioned diaphragms in each set forming one of 
four diaphragm groups for adjusting all of said corre 
spondingly positioned diaphragms in one group simul 
taneously, two indicators connected respectively one ‘to 
each of adjacent correspondingly positioned diaphragm 
groups, two cables with one for each indicator, each 
cable having one end carried by a diaphragm in the 
group positioned opposite the indicator and the other 
end operatively connected to said indicator for actuation 
thereof responsive to the size of said opening, said indi 
cators and cables being arranged so that said cables cross 
the center of said ray beam at the end of said sets re 
mote from said ray source, a light source adjacent said 
source providing a light beam through said opening cor 
responding with the high energy ray beam, and means 
for adjusting at least some of said diaphragms to change 
the size of said opening while automatically maintaining 
in each adjustment said cables crossing the center of the 
path of said beam and opening, whereby the shadow cast 
by said cables indicates the center of said beams. 

17, A collimator for high energy rays emanating from 
a source, comprising a plurality of L-shaped ray ab 
sorbing movable diaphragms de?ning a closed rectangu 
lar opening for forming said rays into a beam, andmeans 
operatively connected with said diaphragms on opposite 
sides of said rectangular opening for relatively moving 
some of them in rectilinear motion parallel to one side 
of said rectangular opening, and for moving others of 
said diaphragms in rectilinear motion in the direction at 
right angles to said ?rst motion, whereby to change each 
dimension of said rectangular opening independently of 
its other dimension. 
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18. A collimator for forming into a beam high energy 
rays emanating from a source, comprising a plurality of 
spaced diaphragm sets of two pairs each, said pairs in 
adjacent layers, said diaphragms all having L-shaped 
beam de?ning edges with the vertexes of the edges of 
.one pair lying at two opposite corners of a rectangle and 
with the vertexes of the edges of the adjacent pair lying 
at the other two opposite corners of said rectangle, said 
diaphragms having legs in adjacent pairs lying along the 
same side of said rectangle and extending in opposite 
directions along said side and overlapping each other, 
and means operatively connected with said diaphragms 
on opposite sides of said rectangular opening for rela 
tively moving them in rectilinear motion in the direction 
of one side of said rectangular opening and for moving 
others of said diaphragms in rectilinear motion in the 
direction at right angles to said ?rst motion, whereby to 
change each dimension of said rectangular opening in 
dependently of its other dimension. 

19. A collimator as in claim 18 wherein the dia— 
phragms in all of said layers are flat and slidingly engage 
the diaphragms in adjacent layers to provide a dense 
beam-shielding relationship. 

20. A collimator as de?ned in claim 17 including two 
indicators, cables carried respectively one by one of said 
diaphragms which is movable in the direction of one side 
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of said rectangle and the other by one of said diaphragms 
which is movable at right angles to said ?rst motion, and 
each of said cables operatively connected to one of said 
indicators to actuate the latter responsive to the dimen 
sion of said opening in the direction of the associated 
rectilinear motion, said cables intersecting at the center 
of said rays passing through said collimator at the end 
thereof remote from said source, and a light source ad 
jacent said ray source providing a light beam through 
said opening coinciding with the axial center of said rays, 
whereby the shadow cast by said cables indicates the 
center of said collimated rays. 
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